A comparability group is a unital group with a compression base and with the general comparability property. The additive group of self-adjoint elements in a von Neumann algebra, and any Dedekind sigma-complete lattice-ordered abelian group with order unit are examples of comparability groups. We develop the basic theory of comparability groups, and show that an archimedean comparability group with the Rickart projection property can be embedded in a partially ordered rational vector space the elements of which admit a rational spectral resolution.
Introduction
In the study of partially ordered abelian interpolation groups with an order unit, the notion of general comparability plays an important role [8, Chapter 8] . In [3, Definition 4.6] , this notion was extended to the class of compressible groups, and in [5] a rational spectral resolution theorem was proved for elements of an archimedean compressible group with both the general comparability and Rickart projection properties. Our purpose in the present article is to extend the notion of general comparability to a much wider class of partially ordered abelian groups, namely, unital groups with a compression base (CB-groups) [7] , and to extend the spectral theory developed in [5] to archimedean CB-groups with the general comparability and Rickart projection properties.
For the reader's convenience, we begin by recalling some definitions, sketching some known results, and reviewing some notation. The abelian groups with which we shall be dealing will be written additively. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group, and let G + := {g € G | 0 < g} The element u G G + is said to be generative iff every element in G + can be written as a finite linear combination with positive integer coefficients of elements of G + [0, u] . An order unit in G is an element u € G + such that, for every g E G, there exists a positive integer n such that g <nu [8, p. 4] , If G has an order unit, it is directed. If G is directed and u is a generative element in G + , then u is an order unit in G.
The partially ordered abelian group G is said to be archimedean iff, whenever g,h € G satisfy ng < h for all positive integers n, then -g 6 G + [8, p. 20] . We say that G is unperforated iff, for all g G G and every positive integer n, ng G G + g G G + [8, p. 19] . If G is unperforated, then, as an abelian group, G is torsion free, i.e., for all g G G and all nonzero integers n, ng = 0 g = 0. If M is a subset of G, then M is understood to be a partially ordered set under the induced partial order, i.e., the restriction to M of the partial order on G. In particular, if if is a subgroup of G, then H is understood to be a partially ordered abelian group with positive cone H+ = HDG + .
An interpolation group is a partially ordered abelian group G such that, for all a,b,c,d G G with a,b < c, d, there exists t G G such that a,b < t < c,d [8] . If G is lattice ordered, i.e., if as a partially ordered set, G is a lattice, then G is an interpolation group. For short, a lattice ordered (in our case abelian) group is called an ¿-group.
A unital group is a directed partially ordered abelian group G together with a specified generative element u G G + called the unit. If G is a unital group with unit u, then the u-interval E{G) := G + [0, u] is called the unit interval in G. If G is understood, we simply write E rather than E(G) for the unit interval in G. The unit interval E in a unital group G forms a so-called effect algebra [1] , hence elements in E are called effects. The additive groups R, Q, and Z of real numbers, rational numbers, and integers, totally ordered in the usual way, are unital ¿-groups with unit 1.
Let G be a unital group with unit u and unit interval E. If SC. E, then S is called a sub-effect algebra of E iff (1) 0, u G S, (2) s € S u -s £ S, and (3) for all s, t G 5, s +1 G E s +1 G S. It is easily seen that, if S is a sub-effect algebra of E and s,t G S, then s < t t -s e S. A retraction J on the unital group G is said to be direct iff J (g) < g for all g 6 G + . Suppose that J is a direct retraction on G. Then J is a compression, there is a uniquely determined retraction J' on G that is quasicomplementary to J, J' is a direct compression, g = J(g) + J'(g) holds for every g € G, and G is the direct product (in the category of unital groups) of J(G) and J'(G).
Furthermore, if J is a retraction on G with the same focus as J, then J = J. If G is a unital interpolation group, then every retraction on G is a direct compression.
A compressible group is defined to be a unital group G such that every retraction on G is uniquely determined by its focus and every retraction on G has a quasicomplementary retraction. The unital group G(A) in Example 1.2 is a compressible group [4, Corollary 4.7] . By [3, Theorem 3.5], every unital interpolation group (hence every unital ¿-group) is a compressible group. If G is a compressible group, then every retraction on G is a compression.
CB-Groups
The conditions for a unital group G to be compressible are very strong, and in [7] a much more general notion was introduced, namely the idea of a unital group with a "compression base." DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a unital group with unit interval E. By a compression base for G, we mean a family (Jp)peP of compressions on G, indexed by a normal sub-effect algebra P of E, such that (1) if p G P, then p is the focus of Jp, and (2) if p, q, r € P and p + q + r < u, then Jp+r o Jq+r = Jr. A compression-based group, or for short a CB-group, is a unital group G together with a specified compression base (Jp)pep for G. If G is a CB-group with compression base (Jp)pep, then P is called the set of projections in G.
Let G be a CB-group with compression base (Jp)pep• Then the set P of projections in G, with the induced partial order and with p i -• u -p as the orthocomplementation, has the structure of an orthomodular poset (OMP) In dealing with (existing) infima (i.e., greatest lower bounds) and suprema (i.e., least upper bounds) in various subsets (e.g., P, E, G + , or G itself) of a CB-group G, one must be careful about the subset in which the infimum or supremum is calculated. If p, q G P, we shall use the notation p A q and pVq for the infimum and supremum, if they exist, of p and q in P. Existing infima and suprema as calculated in other subsets of G will be written with appropriate subscripts. For instance, if e, / G E, the infimum of e and / in E, if it exists, will be written as e Ae f- 
with the constant function l(x) = 1 as unit, and regarded as a partially ordered additive abelian group, C(X, R) is an archimedean unital i-group. Therefore, C(X, R) is a compressible group, hence it is organized into a direct and total CB-group with compression base (J p ) p ep consisting of all retractions (hence direct compressions) on C(X, R). The elements p G P are the characteristic set functions xk of compact open subsets K of X, and for each p G P, and every f G C(X, R), J p (f) = pf (the pointwise product).
• DEFINITION 2.6. Let G be a CB-group with compression base (J p ) p6 p.
If
and if g G C(p), we say that g is compatible with the projection p. If p,q € P are projections, we usually write the condition q € C(p) in the form qCp.
In Example 1.2, if g € G(A) and p
The basic theory of compatibility in a compressible group, as developed in [6, Section 2], depends only on the properties of compatibility in [7, Theorem 3] , hence all of the results in [6] pertaining to compatibility hold as well in any CB-group. DEFINITION 2.7. Let G and H be CB-groups with compression bases
See [7, Theorems 4, 5, and 6] for a proof of the following three theorems. THEOREM 
Let G be a CB-group with unit interval E and compression base (J p ) p eP• If v E P, then the subgroup H := J V (G) can be organized into a CB-group with the induced partial order, unit v, unit interval E fl H = {e E E | e < v}, and compression base (J^)qePnH, where, for each q£PC\H = {q€P\q< v}, J^ is the restriction of J q to H.
If G is a CB-group with compression base (J p ) p ep and if v E P, we understand that the image or range J V (G) of J v is organized into a CBgroup with unit v as in Theorem 2.8. (Caution: Unless vCp for all p E P, the surjective order-preserving group homomorphism J v : G -» H will not be a CB-morphism because the condition J V (P) C P fl H will fail.) THEOREM 
Let G be a CB-group with unit u, unit interval E, and compression base (J P ) P £P. Ifv E P, then the subgroup C := C(v) = C(u-v) can be organized into a CB-group with the induced partial order, unit u, unit interval E fl C = {e + / | e, / G E, e < v, f < u -v}, and compression base (J^)sePnc, where, for each s E P fl C, J^ is the restriction of J s to C.
If G is a CB-group with unit u and compression base («/p) p ep, and if v E P, we understand that the subgroup C(v) of G is organized into a CBgroup with unit u as in Theorem 2.9. (Caution: The mapping IV G -> C defined by r"(g) J v {g)+Ju-v(g) for all g E G is an idempotent, surjective, unital morphism, but unless vCp for all p E P,T V will not be a CB-morphism because the condition (P) CPHC will fail.) If C, H, and K are CB-groups, then, following standard mathematical terminology, we say that surjective CB-morphisms rj: C -> H and k : C -» K provide a representation of C as a direct product of H and K iff, whenever If H and K are CB-groups, then the cartesian product H x K can be organized into a CB-group with coordinatewise addition and partial order in such a way that the natural projection mappings H x K -> H and H x K -> K provide a representation for H x K as a direct product of H and K. In Theorem 2.10, we note that C(v) is isomorphic as a CB-group to the external direct product J V (G) x J U -V (G) of the CB-groups J V (G) and Ju-v(G).
General comparability
DEFINITION 3.1. Let P be the OMP of projections in the CB-group G, let 0 / M C P, and let g € G. Then:
Let P be the OML of projections in the CB-group G, and let g,h 6 G. Then h G CPC(g) iff h is compatible with every projection with which g is compatible. If 0 ^ M C P, then C(M) and CPC{g) are subgroups of G. A projection p 6 P ± (g) splits g = J p (g) + J u -P (g) into a "positive part" J p (g) and a "negative part" J u -p{g) (see Definition 3.7 below).
Since the relation of compatibility in a CB-group has all of the basic properties of the compatibility relation in a compressible group, all of the properties of CPC(-), and P ± (-) developed in [6, Sections 2 and 3] hold as well in any CB-group.
In Example 1.2, suppose A is a von Neumann algebra and g G G(A). Then g has a polar decomposition, g = \g\s = s|<?| where • If any, hence all of the conditions in Theorem 3.8 hold, then G is an ¿"-group with order unit u and with the general comparability property [8, p. 131] , P is the Boolean algebra of characteristic elements of G [8, p. 127] , G is a direct and total CB-group, and the unit interval E in G is a Heyting MV-algebra [2] .
Suppose G is a unital group with unit u and unit interval E. Then an effect d 6 E is said to be sharp [10] iff d AE (U -d) = 0. Also, an effect d G E is said to be principal iff, for all e, / E E, the conditions e, f < d with e + / < it imply that e + / < d [9] . Every principal element is necessarily sharp, but not conversely, and in general the set P of principal elements in G will not form an OMP. As a consequence of the following theorem, if the unital group G can be organized into a comparability group, there is only one possible choice for the OMP P of projections in G, namely P must be the set of all principal elements of G.
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a comparability group with unit interval E, and let P be the OMP of projections in G. Then, if p E E, it follows that p E P <=> p is principal p is sharp.
Proof. See [6, Theorem 6.8].
•
The Rickart projection property
In Example 1.2, suppose that A is a von Neumann algebra, let g E G(A) and let g -|<?|s = s|<?| be the polar decomposition of g. Then g' := 1 -s 2 E P(A), and for all p E P(A), p < g' pg = gp = 0. Thus, the CB-group G(A) has the "Rickart projection property" as per the following definition. DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a CB-group with compression base (J p ) pe p. We say that G has the Rickart projection property iff there is a mapping ': G -> P, called the Rickart mapping, such that, for all g € G and all p € P, p < g' O g € C(p) with J p (g) = 0. If G is a comparability group with the Rickart projection property, we say that G is a Rickart comparability group, or for short, an RC-group.
In Example 2.5, the CB-group C(X, M) is an RC-group iff the compact Hausdorff space X is basically disconnected, i.e., the closure of every open F ct subset of X is open. 
.2. Let G be a CB-group with unit interval E and compression base (J p ) p eP, and, suppose that G has the Rickart projection property. Then, for all g,he G, all p 6 P, and all e 6 E: (i) g € C(g') and J g <(g)
= 0. (ii) I/O < g, then J p (g) = 0 <=> p < g'. (iii) p' = u-p and g" := (g )' = u-g'. (iv) g" < p & g e C{p) with J p (g) = g. (v) g" = 0 g = 0. (vi) 0 < g < h => h' < g'. (vii) e < e"
. Let G be a CB-group with unit interval E and compression base (J p ) p eP, and suppose that G has the Rickart projection property. Then: (i) P is an orthomodular lattice (OML) and, for allp,q € P, the infimum in P of p and q is given bypAq -J p ((J p (q')Y). (ii) p,g € P (J p {q))" = pA{p'Vq).
(iii) //01,32,...,</" € G+, then (£? =19i )" = V? = i(s0".
( iv ) If e € E and p € P, then (J p (e))" = (J p (e"))". (v) If g € G + and p € P, then (Jp(g))" = pA(p'Vg")-

Proof. See [6, Theorem 6.4]. • THEOREM 4.4. If G is an RC-group with compression base (J p ) p ep, and if v G P, then J V (G) and C(v) are RC-groups.
Proof. That J V (G) has the Rickart projection property follows from the argument in the proof of [5, Theorem 3.3] . That the direct product of CB-groups with the Rickart projection property inherits this property is clear; hence, since C(v) is CB-isomorphic to the direct product of J V (G) and J U -V (G), it too has the Rickart projection property.
• If P is the OMP of projections in the CB-group G, then, since the mapping p i -> u -p is an order-reversing bijection on P, it follows that P satisfies the ascending chain condition (i.e., P contains no infinite strictly increasing sequence) iff it satisfies the descending chain condition (i.e., P contains no infinite strictly decreasing sequence). In Example 1.2, if the unital C*-algebra A is finite dimensional, then it is a von Neumann algebra and P(A) is an orthomodular lattice that satisfies the chain conditions. Suppose that G is an unperforated partially ordered abelian group with positive cone G + . Since G is unperforated, it is torsion free, hence it has a divisible hull D, and D can be organized into a partially ordered abelian group with positive cone
, D is a partially ordered vector space over Q. We note that D (and, indeed, any partially ordered vector space over Q) is unperforated as an additive partially ordered abelian group. Clearly, if G is directed, so is D. Also, it is obvious that G is archimedean iff D is archimedean. Now suppose that u is an order unit in the unperforated partially ordered abelian group G and that D is the divisible hull of G. Let G be an imperforated unital group with unit u. Then the divisible hull D of G is a unital group with unit u and at the same time a partially ordered vector space over Q. Suppose u G fi(G). Regarded as an ordered additive abelian group, K is divisible and torsion free, hence the orderpreserving group homomorphism u>: G -* R has a unique extension to a linear functional <D: D -» R over Q. Clearly, u is order preserving and ui(u) = u(u) = 1, i.e., uj G Cl(D). Conversely, it is clear that the restriction to G of any state in Q(D) is a state in f2(G), hence the mapping u i-> u> is both a homeomorphism and an affine isomorphism of the state space f1(G) onto the state space f1(D). Thus, in the passage from G to its divisible hull D, the state space remains essentially the same. Choose elements a, b,c,g € G + and positive rational  numbers a, (3, j, A such that e = aa, f = (3b, d = 7c , and r = Ag.
We have aa + (3b + 7c + Ag = u with p = aa + 7c and q = (3b + 7c.
Applying Jp to the first and second equations, and using the fact that Jv is an extension of Jp, we find that
aJp(a) + (3Jp{b) + 7Jp(c) + AJp(g) ~p = aJp(a) + 7Jp(c).
As all terms in the latter equations belong to D + , we conclude that (iii) The u-pseudonorm on G is the restriction to G of the u-pseudonorm on D, and for X € Q, and g €G, ||Ap|| = |A|||^||.
As a consequence of Theorem 5.3, the divisible-hull D of an RC-group G is again an RC-group, and, as we have previously noted, if G is archimedean, so is D.
Spectral resolution in an archimedean divisible RC-group
If G is an RC-group with unit u and g 6 G, then, as in [5 ' , where A =-m/n with m,n 6 Z and n > 0. Also, as in [5, Definition 3.10], we define the lower and upper spectral bounds of g by L :-sup{m/n | m,n € Z,0 < n,mu < ng} and U :-inf{m/n | m,n e Z, 0 < n, ng < mu}, respectively.
Apart from the proof of [5, Theorem 4 .13] (which requires minor modification), proofs of all the results in [5, Section 4] pertaining to the rational spectral resolution and the family of rational eigenprojections of an element g in an archimedean compressible group with the Rickart projection property apply verbatim to an archimedean RC-group G, hence also to its divisible hull D. Furthermore, as a consequence of Theorem 5.3, the rational spectral resolution and the family of rational eigenprojections of g € G are the same, whether calculated in G or in D. Therefore, in studying rational spectral resolutions and rational eigenprojections in an archimedean RC-group, we lose no generality if we assume that the group is divisible, hence a partially ordered vector space over Q.
For a divisible archimedean RC-group, the rational spectral resolution becomes considerably more tractable owing to the possibility of multiplication of group elements by rational numbers. We devote the remainder of this section to a reformulation of the results of [5, Sections 4 and 5] • By part (iv) of Theorem 6.5, the rational spectral resolution is "continuous from the right." By part (iv) of the following theorem, the A th rational eigenprojection for g is the "jump" in the rational spectral resolution for g as ¡i approaches A (through rational values) from the left. 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 4.7] .
• COROLLARY 6.8. Each element in G not only determines, but is uniquely determined by its rational spectral resolution. 0. The spectrum of g, in symbols spec(g), is defined to be the complement in R of the resolvent set of g. A real number p is an isolated point of spec(g) iff p 6 spec(g), but p is not an accumulation point of spec(g). Proof. See [5, Theorems 5.7 and 5.8].
